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The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 10.

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality of
your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory and you are listening via your computer
speakers, you may listen via the phone: dial 1-866-961-9091 and enter your PIN
when prompted. Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail
sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the F11 key on your keyboard. To exit full screen,
press the F11 key again.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

For CLE purposes, please let us know how many people are listening at your
location by completing each of the following steps:
•

In the chat box, type (1) your company name and (2) the number of
attendees at your location

•

Click the SEND button beside the box

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the + sign next to “Conference Materials” in the middle of the lefthand column on your screen.

•

Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a
PDF of the slides for today's program.

•

Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.

•

Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.

Presented by:
Gerald L. Shoemaker, Esq. – Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin &
Schiller
Sandra R. Klevan, CPA/ABV, CFF & Stacy Preston Collins, CPA/ABV,
CFF – Financial Research Associates
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Hard to Value, Non
Transferrable
Business Interests
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Hedge Fund/Private Equity Management
Companies
Limited Partnership Interests in Hedge Funds,
Private Equity Funds, Real Estate Partnerships,
etc.
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Initial Considerations
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How are the funds structured?



What is subject to valuation?



What information may be requested?



What revenue is included on the books of the
management company? (and what is not?)



What valuation issues may exist with the
management company?
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Basic (US investors)



Domestic-Offshore

◦ LP or LLP created to make investments (fund entity)
◦ Decisions made by GP (which may or may not be the
management company)
◦ Parallel Structure

 One set of entities for US domestic investors and another for
offshore investors

◦ Master-Feeder

 Master Fund – non US, tax neutral jurisdiction – conducts
trading activity; profits flow to feeders proportionately
 See Example in back of presentation



Fund of Funds
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As with hedge funds, the underlying fund
investments are typically in an LP



A separate GP entity typically exists for each fund



Offshore vehicles may exist as well, depending on the
investor base



The fund manager(s) typically have co-investments
that are outside the fund entity



Each time a fund is formed, the organizational
structure gets more complicated
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May Include:
 LP interests in the fund(s)
 Co-investments
 Options/RSU’s in portfolio companies?
 Interest in management company
 Interest in GP entity




Carried Interest/incentive fees/promote?

Any other entities?
◦ Review the Schedule E’s and K-1’s
◦ Organizational Chart
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Fee Waivers
◦ Could this be used for the individual’s contribution
for a new PE Fund?



“Skin in the Game”?
◦ Owner may feel they don’t have the ability to
withdrawal significant $ from the Firm to pay off
spouse



Clawbacks
◦ Anticipated future obligation of PE manager
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Hedge Fund/Private
Equity Management
Companies
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Management Fees
◦ % of Assets Under Mgt (AUM) for hedge funds
◦ % of Funds Committed (or Funds Invested) for PE
Funds
 PE funds may also charge transaction fees
 Reported results may be on the cash basis
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Note – sometimes the management company
that pays the employees, covers overhead
costs, etc. is the same as the GP to a USbased fund, but often it is not.
That means that carried interest, incentive
fees, etc. may or may not flow through the
management company.
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Reasonable Compensation



# of Multiples to Use?



Future life of the fund?



Future investment returns?



Market Approach?



Personal goodwill?
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Cash basis versus accrual accounting



Management Fee Waivers



Profits Interests and Phantom Equity
◦ Interest in the profits of the firm without owning
stock in it
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Volatile performance



High water mark provisions/hurdle rates



Lock up’s



Holdbacks



Side Letters



Suspension of withdrawals
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CARRIED INTEREST/
INCENTIVE
FEES/PROMOTE
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Incentive Fee (HF) or Carried Interest (PE) or
Promote (Real Estate PE)
◦ Performance-based; manager earns a % of the gains
 Realized/unrealized gains?

◦ Often 20% but not always
◦ May be subject to “high watermark provisions” (HF)
or “hurdle rates/preferred returns” (PE)
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◦ HF incentive fees sometimes have been deferred for
years in offshore funds – tax recognition postponed
 Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
prohibited many future deferrals starting 1/1/09

◦ Allocation of carry may be different for each
investment in the fund and may evolve over time
◦ Payouts of carry are often subject to clawback later,
depending on the subsequent performance of the
fund
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PE: carried interest (or promote) in each
portfolio investment (or per fund)
◦ The distribution waterfall shows how each $ of
profit is to be allocated
 Carry may not accrue on certain interests – such as
parallel investment vehicles owned by the managers

◦ Carry may be subject to vesting, at least for certain
individuals
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The underlying fund entity (and investors/GPs)
will also typically have realized-unrealized
gains/losses on its investments
The taxation of carried interest is an evolving
issue

◦ Historically, carry on realized gains has been treated as a
capital gain for tax purposes
◦ Will the law be changed to make this ordinary income?
◦ In addition, income from carry may become subject to
self-employment taxes at some point in the future
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Limited Partnership Interests
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LP interest in a private equity or hedge fund



LP interest in a real estate partnership



LP Interest in a Venture capital investment
partnership
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What does the LP own?



Does it have audited financial statements?



Are assets valued at Fair Value as defined by
FASB?



Under partnership agreement, is the interest
assignable, at least with consent of GP?



Are there historical transactions of LP interests
which may be evidence of value


Are they at NAV?
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Should appraiser review underlying valuations of
the portfolio companies, investments, or real
estate?
◦ Are the underlying assets marketable?

 What is the distribution between Level I, II and III assets
under AICPA Fair Value Standards

◦ Who values the securities?
◦ What are the pricing policies?


Are valuations very speculative (principally in
venture capital)
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Where in the life cycle is the fund?
◦ Are future distributions subject to a waterfall?
 Where does the subject LP interest fall?



Are there future capital call obligations?
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When a valuation is not
performed or is not an option
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Is an in-kind distribution the most likely
outcome?
◦
◦
◦
◦

Based on what?
Existing funds – existing investments
Existing funds – new investments
New Funds

◦ How to deal with possible downside/clawbacks
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Assignment of LP Interest directly to non-owner spouse
◦ Where partnership agreement allows for it and approval is given
by GP, Interest can be directly assigned to dependent spouse
◦ Example partnership clause allowing assignment with consent of
GP.
 “no Limited Partner may assign its interest in Investments of the

Partnership or other interest in the Partnership, nor may a transferee of
such interest become a Limited Partner of the Partnership, without
consent of the General Partner(s)…”

◦ Usually done with simple interests with no carry, clawback,
significant required capital contributions or other complex issues.
◦ Even if required capital contributions, if amounts are known, this
may be an option
◦ Benefit – limits the need for after divorce monitoring/spouse
interaction
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Establishing a FLP or other vehicle to house
assets post divorce
◦ How can non titled spouse get share of carry
◦ Who makes the decisions going forward
 How is that controlled if it is one spouse or other?

◦ Access to books and records post divorce
◦ Very complex and requires ongoing monitoring and
potential spousal interaction
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of Property Settlement
Agreement Language
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If the interest is not transferable, then
husband/wife shall ensure that the marital
interest is maintained.
Each party indemnified the other in relation
to all aspects of his/her share of the marital
interest including but not limited to any taxes
due associated with distributions or sale of
his/her marital interest in hedge
fund/partnership.
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“If the marital interest is transferable, then the parties
shall divide the interest evenly between them. The
transfer costs shall be shared equally between the
parties. Each party indemnified and hold harmless the
other related to the interest that he or she is to
receive pursuant to this paragraph”.
Alternative – “the marital interest shall be transferred
to a limited partnership in which husband/wife shall
maintain an equal interest. Each party shall be equally
responsible for all expenses/capital calls on an equal
basis and all distributions shall be divided equally”.
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“The parties shall divide, equally and in kind,
effective as of [date], the husband’s ownership
interest in [LP]. As a result of the division of each
interest above, the Wife shall own outright her
interests in these entities and she shall be
subject as of [date] to the agreements (including
as to ownership, operation, governance,
management and funding) concomitant to
ownership of same. Each party shall be
responsible for the taxes, expenses, and capital
contributions concomitant to his/her ownership
of this interest. The wife shall execute the
document reflecting her acquisition of these
assets…”
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Assignment Agreement – key clauses
◦ “Assignor hereby assigns and transfers the
transferred Interest to Assignee as a substituted
Limited Partner with respect to the Transferred
Interest effectively immediately”
◦ “Assignee acknowledges that Assignee has read the
Partnership Agreement and accepts and agrees to
be bound by the terms of the Partnership
agreement”.
◦ Should be signed by parties and GP of LP.
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“Defendant shall, within twenty (20) days of
the date hereof and in any event prior to an
entry of a Judgment of Divorce, cause the
assets comprising the Private Equity Portfolio
to be contributed to a newly formed limited
liability company called ____, LLC which entity
shall be governed by a Limited liability
Company Agreement in the form attached”
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“XXX is hereby designated the Manager of the
LLC. The overall management and control of
the business and affairs of the LLC shall be
vested in the Manager, and in extension of
and not in limitation of the powers given a
manager by law, the Manager shall have full,
exclusive and complete charge and authority
over the business and affairs of the LLC, and
to make any and all decisions as to the LLC in
accordance with its purpose.”
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“The non-title holding spouse shall dictate if
and when his/her share of the marital interest
shall be sold or distributed if there are
discretionary distributions or sales available.”
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Following the parties' entry into this Agreement,
the parties shall equally be responsible for
continuing to fund the marital interest on an
equal basis. To effectuate the post-Agreement
funding, (1) the parties shall establish an escrow
account and each shall deposit an equal amount
sufficient to fund all anticipated capital calls. Any
money remaining after the capital calls are met
shall be divided equally. OR (2) each party shall
equally fund, from his/her separate estate, all
necessary capital calls and/or related expenses.
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One option is that person’s ownership % is
diluted going forward. The party making the
contributions has a higher % and the party not
making the contribution gets a lower %.
“Following the parties' entry into this Agreement,
[husband/wife] shall ensure that all capital calls
are made timely; however, the marital interest
shall be diluted by a percent the numerator of
which is the amount of post-Agreement capital
calls made by [husband/wife] and the
denominator the total capital paid in. The marital
interest shall be divided equally.”
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Another option – allocating a priority return
to the party making the contribution (see
next slide)
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”The Contributing Member may elect to provide the amount of
Additional Capital which the Noncontributing Member failed to
provide as a priority capital contribution to the LLC (any such
amount, together with the amount of Additional Capital provided
by the Contributing Member which is in excess of the amount of
Additional Capital, if any, that the Noncontributing Member has
funded, a “Priority Capital Contribution”). If more than one
Member makes such election, the Manager shall take appropriate
action to ensure that each Member who so elects has the
opportunity to provide a portion of such amount, in each case in
the proportion that each such Member’s Percentage Interest
bears to the total of the Percentage Interests of all Members.
Priority Capital Contributions shall receive a priority return at a
rate which is the greater of (x) ZZZ percent (ZZZ%) per annum,
compounded monthly on an actual/360 basis, and (y) a rate
which yields an aggregate amount (inclusive of the Priority
Capital Contribution) equal to ZZZ percent (ZZZ%) of the Priority
Capital Contribution (the “Priority Return”)”.
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“For purposes of determining the operating
expenses of XXX, under paragraph zz herein,
the Husband’s travel and entertainment
expenses shall not exceed the greater of $___
or __% of ___’s Net Revenue (as defined in
paragraph zz). The parties agree that they
shall share the cost of _____, reviewing this
calculation annually and that their decision as
to the amount shall be final.”
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“In order to substantiate the actual amount of the
xxx Income each year, the Husband shall provide
annually to the Wife and her accountant (a) the
tax return for xxx; (b) the K-1 issued by xx to
xxx; (c) the annual financial statements for xx;
and (d) the general ledgers for xx. “

Parties’ accountants confer annually; if no
agreement, select a third accountant whose
calculations shall be binding
Or, arbitration
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“Without limiting the provisions herein, the
Husband shall also provide the Wife, as soon
as available to him, copies of any W-2,
received from xx, or any other employing
entity, and federal and state income tax
returns (page one) in order to assist her in
verifying Husband’s Qualified Earned Income
(hereinafter the “Supportive Documentation
and Summary”)”.
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“Periodic Reporting. The Manager shall take such reasonable and
appropriate action to have all federal, state and local tax returns of the
LLC timely prepared (including extensions) by accountants and filed by
the LLC. On or before the due date (including extensions) of the federal
income tax return of the LLC for each year, each Member shall be
furnished with a copy of the LLC’s federal income tax return for the year
and the appropriate Schedule K-1 for such Member. It is acknowledged
that due to the complexity of the underlying assets of the LLC, it is
possible that the tax returns for the LLC are not completed prior to the
final date that such returns are due after taking into account all available
automatic extensions. All Members shall promptly receive all monthly,
quarterly, annual and other statements or reports provided to any direct
or indirect investor in any property described in Schedule xx, or that are
provided to any other investors in those properties. In addition, the
Manager will provide to each Member who so requests a quarterly
telephone (i.e., oral) summary of the activity with respect to each
property described in Schedule xx. The Manager agrees to meet with
any Member, or his or her duly authorized representative, at his or her
reasonable request and at his or her expense during ordinary business
hours to discuss the operations of the LLC. “
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